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Introduction

Dreams and Visions of Major Changes
Over the recent several years, there has been a noticeable increase in clearsighted dreams and visions from a growing number of individuals who have
either demonstrated a good precognitive track record or who have reported
certain very specific information from their dream states or waking visions.
Note: for an earlier compilation of dreams-visions:

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/NES%20-%20Dreams%20Visions%20Futures.pdf

Threads at NES: http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/board,6.0.html
And specifically these on EQ’s and tsunamis:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,105.0.html

During this past year, these have increased further in frequency, detail, and
intensity.
In making a summary composite of the most prevalent in the earthchanges
category, I would have to begin with “The Wave” –an oceanic wall of water or
series of enormous waves with global effects as it reaches far inland. There are
also variations to this which I would call globally limited yet of massive
proportion nonetheless. This is not one event, but rather multiple events related
to major earthquakes, space energies effects that deform the atmospheric layers,
and influences of space-faring objects –both oceanic impacts and influences-at-adistance.
Also related to “The Wave” is that of a wave of structured Light –both of the
higher frequency spiritual states –and that of space-propagated plasma fields
that human science can detect. Spiritual energies as well as space-faring “plasma”
are often concentrations of consciousness that appear to earth-based science in
different forms according to the human definitions of the electromagnetic spectra
and mathematically-derived and inferred analyses of human-based sciences.
These visions are, what I and a few others who have “seen” them refer to as, “The
Event” that comes as a great flash of Light.
At this point, I wish to interject a short remark that is discussed further in
other essays in “Final Call” –that of the process of the cosmic corrections
and the release (freeing) of the True Light from its “lostness” and tired
“miredness” in density. I wish to remind that despite deliberate and
inadvertent participations of Light Beings/Soul Beings in developing and
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maintaining the “Fallen Realms”, High Absolution is the antidote for those
beings that choose the bifurcation path of the Higher Oneness and Creator
of All. I will also say that the process of the dissolution of this reality
involves a considerate and deliberate interplay between three factors: the
vibrational upliftment of the density through the dual “press pot” effect of
the corrections energies, the loosening of the density bonding of “3d atomic
matter”, and the concurrent rising of what there is of the true Light that has
been held “captivated” in density far too long. This is a great source of
“higher joys”.
Close second would be large-scale earthquakes that change the topography of
entire continents and oceans. Some of these have been very detailed descriptions
that focused upon specific areas, yet like “pieces of puzzle”, they comprise a larger
scenario with remarkable coherency in terms of geophysical changes.
In addition to these two major themes, there have some remarkably similar and
detailed reports from a few different individual’s dream-visions of changes to the
angle of the earth’s spin axis, usually as seen by the viewer from space.
As far as human civilization is concerned, there have been a small number of
noteworthy “viewings” of nuclear weapons being used. And in the recent last year
or two, scenes of major devastation in highly populated areas, largely American,
of widespread suffering as survivors of some large scale catastrophe(s) scavenge
for food or water. One theme over recent years has been that of buildings falling
apart from decay –both literally and as symbols for social-political and other
belief structures of human society everywhere.
Intermittently over several years, I have had some images of energies from space
irradiating Earth. Most recently this showed in a dramatic scenario, the
immediate aftermath of which shocked me enough to jolt me out of the flow of
the experience.
Around the start of the most recent Iceland earthquakes and volcanic activity this
August, I had flashes of an explosive volcanic eruption beyond any scale
imaginable. In other sequences, there were changes occurring in the Earth’s core
–both physical and etheric.
Vignettes over the years included glimpses of a planetary-scale object out in space
passing close enough to Earth to trigger major changes, initially massive
earthquakes which came again this year in great detail as to the effects upon land
masses at coastal zones and farther inland, especially that of the Western US.
One individual who has had considerable experience developing their dreamvision abilities reported they have seen repeated oceanic inundations (at times
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since childhood). Most recently they encountered a wall of water rising up from
the ocean that seemed to just rise up without the expected “forward” movement.
If these are to be considered as accurate “seeing”, then two logical explanations
for this latter unusual scenario would be a sudden change in the earth rotation, of
crustal slippages –or/and space energies drawing water up through electrical or
gravitational action of a large body passing the Earth. All possible factors could
be true and concurrent.
Given the intense interest in hurricane Katrina of 2005, during the peak of the
storm’s intensity, I found myself high above observing two distinct groups of
forces fighting for control over the hurricane’s path.
When there was intense interest in the development and upgrading of various
transportation hub screening systems, I found myself observing the thoughts of
those making plans to implement large-scale screening technologies for most
transportation hubs in urban areas. What stood out were their concerns over how
well certain types of technologies would identify some new type of humanextraterrestrial hybrids. That was interesting.
These days now, I try to filter dreams and visions to focus only on those that have
far reaching global effect in the near term of three months –and of course for
anything that pertains to my own personal process.
In my inner processing of the nature of “Time” as a cosmic entity and the cosmic
corrections processes, I have also found various layers of membranes, such the
one that encompasses Earth and its nearby space. This has an effect upon
precognition in that it is mostly near-term precognition is likely to be useful.
Most human social or political or various accidents are minor events that can be
usually seen before they occur by those who have trained themselves adequately
for such things. Overall, there is a recycling within these boundaries of variations
on familiar patterns. Nothing truly “new” is going on, there has not been for a
very very long time.
There are processes underway that are operating in near-real-time as far as
human perception is concerned to facilitate larger changes. Human personages,
human nations, economies, cyclonic storms, big earthquakes, etc. are of little to
no concern as they have no bearing upon these larger changes. None whatsoever.
“Humans will do whatever it is that the humans will do.”
Precognition of planetary and solar system-scale events can only indicate the
types and nature of the larger changes and advance timing is usually only
available within weeks or months of these large events.
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Generally, one can summarize there will be a confluence of catastrophic events
(as experienced and perceived from human 3d point of view) that will be
increasing in number and scale of impact. The interplay of this confluence is such
that no one event can ever be said to be causative of another, etc.
To bypass the restrictions of these higher energy “containment membranes” or
boundary layers, it is necessary to establish a high enough “uplink” to one’s
highest levels of being possible –one’s original individuation from one’s Creator –
your own highest spiritual attractor. Then certain larger scale events can be
observed as patterns of energy and consciousness, played out in virtual images as
part of this “far-seeing”.
Lastly, there is the matter of dreaming of one's own bodily death, etc. More than
that, such “dreams” may include internal instructions for those who are on a
conscious ascension path to help them pull in their usable energy and to severe
various “ties that bind” –energetic, and bio-material. This includes awareness of
that fine silvery-golden thread of energy that connects with the Divine spark and
its disconnection. It is the central “bungee cord” that keeps a lightbeing attached
and contributing to its connection with its primary human form.
-Alex

End Notes for Consideration:
1. Surreal Landscapes
Many of the increasingly surreal-landscapes reported by some active dreamervisioners may have a closer relationship to the vibrational states slightly below
the shared consensus 3d (call it 2.9d) and less of a relationship to the more
familiar astral 4d range. This makes sense to me if the dual "press pot" effect is
underway -- pressing down from "above", a massive clearing/ filtering/
restructuring process --this pressing down is also concentrating more and more
of the dark side entities and thoughtforms into the 3d range and lower 4d levels
of astral. Pressing upward from "below" -- a similar process is underway, but it
is also raising the overall state of everything. Those whose predominate point of
view is of the flat plane with 3d, fixated on the usual headlines and dramas, then
they will initially be noticing some surreal dark stuff emerging from what was
formerly a mostly “closed basement" level below 3d.
2. Something Imminent and of Enormous Import
There is a growing feeling of something imminent –and of great immensity. If I
were to give it an overall characterization, it can feel as if an enormous structure
slams into Earthly 3d. The structure may not have an obviously 3d physical form
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–perhaps it is a form of space energy, solar or farther out –or perhaps it is
something of a massive wavefront of Light –a “god-wave” as some may view it.
Whatever "it" is, it is immense relative to Earth and with far reaching effects –
beyond dramatic physical phenomena. Moreover, it will have have profound
effects upon the structures of what constitutes human level of consciousness and
basic psycho-social awareness –upon the structure of 3d matter itself.
3. Earthchanges
Most humans who think about such things as earthchanges tend to focus on
relatively small scale effects like major earthquakes (9.0+), big volcanic
eruptions, big tsunamis from earthquakes or underwater crustal shifting. These
are all of major impact within their immediate region. The 2004 earthquakes and
tsunami in the Indo-pacific region were catastrophic for those nearby. Far away,
there was very little physical effect other than some perturbations of coastal
ocean level and a very minute change to the earth’s rotation. Generally those who
take a keen interest in tracking "earthchanges", from precognition or
phenomenological indicators, rarely consider things like the earth's rotation
quickly changing, submarine crustal plate structure rapidly shifting propagating
enormous kinetic and electrical forces, major shifting of the earth's crust relative
to inner levels of the planet, or the earth's overall spin axis changing. Most do not
consider the enormous kinetic effects that major changes to the solar magnetic
field may have upon various internal planetary bodies and inner structures, nor is
there consideration of the possibility of interplanetary or galactic-scale plasma
ending human civilization or perhaps all life forms on this planet. Rarely does
anyone consider or visualize a confluence of events whereby there is no cause and
effect and whereby “post event” analysis will never occur.
4. “Dream interpretation”
As part of the larger “ascension” and creation-wide transformational process, all
vibrational levels are involved. From the densest level below that which we would
refer to as earthly human “3d” to the highest levels reaching to and including
Creator of All.
The cosmic scale corrections process has discreet portions that are tailored to
specific regions and purposes and vibrational states. The human-Earth
environment is one of those discrete range levels.
The human level is one of several energy bodies that usually constitute the local
Soul being or higher level being. There are those bodies or aspects that are below
human and tend to be more like concrete overshoes. This can be dealt with
through simple spiritual energy practices to clear them, or to remove them if that
becomes necessary. This “basement level” has also been referred to as the “hell
realms”. The astral is a vibratory range level immediately above and is the most
accessible non-physical state to the human 3d level. The problem is that what
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remains of the astral region is populated by dark force entities of various types
and disconnected fragments of spiritual beings, both humanly embodied and not.
Thus high focus and high intention is needed to penetrate these regions.
There is also a type of “rescue” effort underway in the lower realms and it may
appear to inner-seeing as scenes from the aftermath of natural disaster or sci-fi
movie scene. These images are usually the closest analogs to have meaning to the
ordinary human 3d awareness.
Dreams of invaders, or other attacks by human or non-human like creatures, etc.
are usually related to the intensified parasitic energy feeding and mindmanipulations by various dark forces entities. Where it is obviously personal,
lower level human consciousness from others with whom you may “have issues”
can also be similarly invasive.
Dreams of being captured, chained, trapped in a structure, etc., more often relate
not to psychological issues, but rather relate to the actual light structures –above
and below –that you as an aspect of a spiritual being are held down by.
Concerning the two major temporal markers, I only know of a handful of futureviewers who have noted similar comments about the periods of 2017-2019 and
2035-2036. To the best of my knowledge, each arrived at their observations
through their own process.
-ASK

PS: An Interesting simulation from NASA Mars – a speculative computer simulation of 4billion years ago to present day.
http://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/coronal-mass-ejections-at-mars/

-//-
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Once by the Pacific
The shattered water made a misty din.
Great waves looked over others coming in,
And thought of doing something to the shore
That water never did to land before.
The clouds were low and hairy in the skies,
Like locks blown forward in the gleam of eyes.
You could not tell, and yet it looked as if
The shore was lucky in being backed by cliff,
The cliff in being backed by continent;
It looked as if a night of dark intent
Was coming, and not only a night, an Age.
Someone had better be prepared for rage.
There would be more than ocean-water broken
Before God's last "Put out the light..." was spoken.
-Robert Frost
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Summary by Alex

Dreams & Visions
October 2014

Here are a few main points to help introduce things that I took note of over the
years from my own sleeping and waking dreams and visions.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes to the earthly environment: Earthquakes, volcanism, flooding,
seafloor and coastal related oceanic events, locales include Hawaii, United
Kingdom, North America coast, eastern USA, Northeast Canada, Japan
region, crustal rotational shifting and spin axis displacement, core of
earth, influences of passing large planetary bodies, impacts of large space
objects, etc.
Changes to human society and civilization as a whole
Nuclear weapons use
Major disease and vaccine
Major temporal markers 2017-2019 and 2035-2036
Various levels of cosmic lower scale “membranes” & implications relating
to “Time” and limits to precognitive dreams
Recent observations of layers of higher consciousness percolating upwards
from the human levels and spatially arrayed near earth -- here is your
"positivism" but it is not what some may desire from their human level
point of view.
Higher levels of involvement
Cosmic and galactic scale changes
Earth's spatial orbital changes and disturbances to the this planetary-solar
system
Dark forces
The All
Creator of All and changes to The All and Creator of All
Beyond Creator of All and The All and the Greater Void

-//-
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Preface
Since early childhood, I have had “inner awareness” of major earth-changes,
inter-dimensional fields, ET-alien types, and various cosmic scale perspectives.
The following summary spans a period of years and various points-of-view,
mostly over the most recent decade. Some were as if at “ground level” –as if
present and embodied at the scene, some were high above as if at an airplane
altitude, some were out in space looking at Earth or elsewhere, and other times
simply visuals and general content as if viewed remotely while in sleeping
dreamtime as well as “normal” waking time.
There were also “overlays” to the “normal” environment while walking or driving.
The precognitive information is now filtered to only pertain the most important,
large scale events. Otherwise, I would be getting image of all manner of things
that had a more localized effect. One time I was deliberately attempting to remote
view the CA Bay area or Sonoma while I lived in Alaska. I was immediately drawn
in on to the streets of San Francisco and felt the ground move while bricks were
falling from buildings and gas lines and water line exploding around me. Even
details of the street paving was plainly visible. Three days later there was the
earthquake of 1989. And then I saw some news stories depicting the street scenes
as I saw them as if I was there on the ground. This occurred again for me a few
days prior to a large India quake in which I saw so many people trapped and
injured in some large older urban buildings.
(January 1st tends to be a day of significant dream visions for me over many
years, as is the mid-April period surrounding my birthdate.)
Changes to the earthly environment:
Earthquakes, volcanism, flooding, seafloor and coastal related oceanic events,
locales include Hawaii, United Kingdom, North America Coast, limited eastern
USA, Northeast North America, Japan region, crustal rotational shifting and spin
axis displacement, core of earth, influences of passing large planetary bodies,
impacts of large space objects, etc.
Details of ocean water covering most of San Diego, CA including new ocean
buoys. Also with this was the experience of those who had made it to the high
mountains above where there were still lakes/reservoirs. There were military-like
types – Guard or Army? and they were helping with the temporary refugee
encampments at the high areas. There was some discussion of an earthquake
warning system alerting to more major quaking soon. Some were deciding
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whether to try to press on toward Arizona or stay in the high lakes/mountain
area.
Images (repeatedly) of the approximate height of the ocean waves inundating the
Tomales Bay (California) area and specifics of Pt Reyes town “seeing” the water
overtake the town. Seeing the depth of water around the Mendocino/Yorkville CA
area. Areas of CA that would drop from present elevations, etc. thus explaining
some large discrepancies in ocean water levels in the valleys, etc.
Future views of interim communities of humans “living on the edge” of the sea in
former California, Tomales Bay area having built a boardwalk connecting a small
(newly built) village of individuals from the salvaged lumber of the former
Inverness/Pt Reyes towns, many of the residents of this future “village on the
edge” were primarily focused on their ascension. There were also external threats
to anticipate. Aerial views of the resultant sinking, breakup of California.
In one future forward viewing, there were humans on boats in what formerly
were city streets, now flooded to a few building stories or more. The water was
clear enough (and seemed a bit cold) and the humans were watching whales
swimming through the streets as the whales wanted to see firsthand how the
humans had been living on land. This seemed to be northeastern coastal to me.
Earth’s Core:
The core is seen to be changing and splitting – recently it looks like cellular
mitosis does under a microscope. This is in direct response to the larger cosmic
corrections processes that have been underway and more recently accelerated. It
corresponds to a bifurcation of realities underway, a split between a higher
vibrational range of what overlaid Earth in recent years and the lower density
Earth that is subject to catastrophic earth changes and all the rest. It is
interesting that this is how the birth of a new creation appeared (only on a vast
scale to a human-Earth perspective).
Old Earth – New Earth separation:
About 15 years ago, I “saw” there were two earths – one of a finer vibrational
state, another, the grosser density of the “ordinary” earth. These would eventually
separate out. That bifurcation process has now been underway to my awareness
for a few years now. The earth core visions seemed to be related somehow.
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Pole Axis – Crustal Slip Shifts:
I am out in space observing the Earth. I see the earth’s rotational axis change so
that it appears as though it is somewhere in the NW region of Russia. Hawaii
moves to a colder environment.
In 2011, while on the island of Maui in Hawaii, I am in a dream future state and
my wife and I are together in this space and are amazed at all the snow that has
covered much of Maui nearly down to the main valley saddle area.
More than one occasion, I saw the major crustal plates under the seas move up
and down violently and rotate about. This was a “stand alone” type of vision. But
again, when viewed in the context of most of these others, it is a like a piece of a
larger puzzle.
In 2009 I “saw” details of the dynamic relationship between the crustal layer and
the inner earth layers. At first the changes would begin gently, then more and
more as the crustal layer begins to move more freely relative to inner levels of the
planet.
“The Wave” & Oceanic changes:
The most prevalent of the earth change effects has been ocean inundation of land.
Depending on location, the waves are a hundred to several hundred feet in
height. There is no warning in time for these. These span many years and
multiple situations. One was very detailed waking-driving vision of a wave 60ft to
70ft inundating Pt Reyes area of California. Another was the ocean water level at
someone’s house in the coastal Mendocino area. One time I found myself in a city
and a 200ft wave was incoming. I look around and see the street sign for “Sutro
Place” (San Francisco).
One detailed sequence that I experienced in 2008 was when I found myself in
England in an open square or other such paved area and my focus was on a
woman in her little car. She was preparing to ascend her body in anticipation of a
massive tsunami that everyone knew was imminent. Her process (and my
attention) was abruptly interrupted by a well-meaning policewoman rapping on
the window glass of her car to offer her a life vest (!).
April 2009 I had a sudden flash vision of the roads connecting to NYC around the
Hudson river were heavily flooded. Not from rain it seemed, rather it was
something else. Oceanic inundation? Land mass subsidence? Both? There
seemed some temporal relationship with eruptions of the western region
volcanoes. This was unclear.
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Here in Hawaii, these ocean wave scenarios play out similarly and have appeared
to me as many hundreds of feet in height. These massive wave images have
appeared with increasing regularity through this year.
After a hiatus to these vignettes, it came again this second week of October. I am
standing on a flat and gently sloping beach, cliff above, and I see the ocean recede
far out. The incoming wave was not as immense as some have been, and so I
stood there on the beach watching the wave and observing calmly how high it
reaches the cliff/bluffs behind me. The wave appeared to be more than 100ft and
certainly less than 200ft. California? Hawaii? Where? I do not know. Possibly
late October or during November this year. Not sure. Related factors: space
objects plowing into the Pacific, massive geophysical changes to Japan, extensive
sea floor deformations.
NOTE: There is another type of “wave” I am aware of. It is of finer light energy
structure than gross masses of ocean water. It is part of the cosmic
changes/correction process. And it looks like a wave in some ways, but of “liquid
light”. But it is just as imposing a presence as if it were a wall of water until one
recognizes what it is. An essay titled “The Wave” in the main body of “Final Call”
discusses this further.
Radiation Problems and Nuclear Weapons:
One was a remote viewing of military personnel working fast to move traditional
nuclear bombs to some destination. A plane it seemed. These were on simple
metal trolleys – just like the ones people have seen in the news. The military
seemed to be USA or European. Most likely American since they seemed to think
and talk in English.
Some years later I was “etherically” visiting a group of people in a conference
room several stories up overlooking a medium sized city (there seemed to not be
any iconic skyscrapers visible). One of the participants got up and drew aside the
ceiling to floor sheer style curtains to see the cityscape before them. Then one,
two, eventually four or five nuclear explosions were seen and everyone in the
room panicked and ran for the exit stairs. Everyone knew already that they would
not escape the initial blast wave –and they did not. Fast exit from the scene for
me as well. Question in mind immediately was information about the explosions.
I immediately was informed they were about 5-kiloton each. Location and timing
unknown.
A year ago or so, we were staying on Maui overlooking the ocean and island of
Molokai, etc. As I was walking, from my office I “saw” a nuclear type of flash
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explosion. I immediately told my wife who was there that if it ever happened like
that where to lie down in the building hallway and not to look outside.
A couple of years later, I found that a dream-visioner living on Oahu had “seen” a
nuclear attack upon Oahu, with much destruction. He had reported this years
prior to my waking “flash” vision.
One person who I am close to had the experience several years ago of interfering
with the use of a nuclear weapon that could well have been a very real 3-d
“incident” in the Middle East region. Did this “really” happen? Since no bomb
went off, perhaps they were successful. There is no way to know but but it was an
interesting sequence of events that “rang true” in every respect.
Sometime around late 2010/early 2011, before the March 2011 Japanese EQ and
nuclear plant complex disasters, I had found myself hovering high above a group
of elderly Japanese dressed in black with black umbrellas attending to funerals.
One of the elders looked up in my direction with great sorrow and tears and I saw
from his perspective a black-iridescent rain falling –such as what occurs from
certain nuclear fallout. It is my impression that this concerned something far
larger than the current situation with the nuclear plants in Japan. Perhaps
involving weapons use, or perhaps a larger scale event related to reactors in
Japan or elsewhere.
Major disease and vaccine problem:
Around 2009, I found myself visiting a city – it seemed to be in the PNW –
Portland? Seattle? I do not know for sure. Seattle felt about right, though. The
city was in ruins from what I surmised had been a series of major earthquakes,
etc. People were scavenging for food, water, etc. Looked like a Hollywood
apocalyptic disaster movie set. In one sequence I had an as if on-the-ground
remote viewing experience with a group of people who were dressed as if
homeless and without possessions rummaging through the ruins of what had
been a public water treatment plant looking for bottles of drinkable water.
Most of the city population was gone, by the way.
At the end of the experience, my attention was drawn to written and otherwise
conveyed warnings about a vaccine that was somehow accidentally (or
carelessly?) formulated incorrectly and had actually been a major contributor to
mass death, however it may have occurred. Later I wondered if the whole global
flu pandemic and vaccine scare was just a test run for something more in the
future.
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It was during the period of 2008-2009 that I had a series of dreams and visions
concerning details of a pole shift and crustal slippages, it seemed that the mass
death from the vaccine problems would be a temporal marker indicating the
beginning of some of these enormous geophysical changes (this was in Sept.
2009).
“Loss of a Continent” – a Diaspora Eastward:
One day in September of 2012, I was startled awake to the image of countless
humans rushing eastward – as I see them from high up, they look like a massive
herd. The words were “heard” “the loss of a continent” and “trillions of dollars” of
economic “losses”. This was from some major earth change event, but I did not
see what it was. My thoughts went first to the New Madrid fault system, then to
something in the western states of the US.
A Diaspora Northward:
While living in Western Montana, I had a series of future flashes of large
numbers of people mostly on foot making their way north from Idaho into the
southwest area of Montana and perhaps the Canada border. Those living off the
main connecting road (Route 93) would be hard pressed to feed and house the
immigrants coming on foot. There were also military roadblocks being prepared
to close off these N-S routes to Montana. Armed conflict developed at times as
those with guns sought to take from residents who had food and shelter, etc.
What the triggering event was, I did not know at the time. It seemed to involve
earth changes. Later, in waking overlays, there were images of government
roadblocks along the main road.
Early 2010, I experienced another sequence of north-bound diaspora into Canada
to escape the effects of some major earthchanges and other catastrophes.
Canadian interests had prepared small cities of pre-fabricated structures to house
all the refugees. But the problems of so many fleeing the USA borders, carrying
with them drugs, guns, and “bad habits” became overwhelming to the Canadians
as a situation of anarchy grew and the border was highly restricted out of
necessity.
Yellowstone and Western USA Volcanoes:
While living in Montana, I had an unusual experience of seeing enormous cracks
in the deeper crust of the earth and many spreading fissures with the glowing
molten material moving upwards and outwards. (Jan 1 2009) This pertained to
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the connections between the Yellowstone magma sources and the Cascade
mountain range. In 2008, I was seeing waking overlays of large landslides down
the Bitterroot Mtn slopes toward the Bitterroot Valley area and water levels 100
to 200 ft or so above the valley floor.
This might have related to the northward diaspora of refugees. But at the time
there was no obvious connection in my awareness between these two events.
However now that I have summarized much of this, perhaps these were bits and
pieces of local details that had some particular interest to me at the time and that
were all part of the larger pattern of ongoing earthchanges.
In another unusual sequence, a specific long-dormant volcanic structure in the
southern/south central region of Alaska was also viewed by me as erupting.
Other Volcanic Events
Recently we experienced a moderate quake nearly under the house we were in at
the North end of the Big Island of Hawaii. It was the largest of three quakes in
recent weeks which we felt and it occurred the day of arrival of a hurricane. This
was a very strong vertical jolt early morning during the end of a dreamtime sleep
cycle. “Looking” below us, I had the impression of magma moving and pushing
upward. It is my sense that the Mauna Loa and Hualuai volcanoes will erupt
soon. The USGS has also heightened their monitoring.
On August 25 I had a very graphic inner visual of an enormous volcanic-like
explosion that obliterated all the landscape to my point of view. Light and dark
grey clouds billowing far up and wide. Far larger that the initial eruptions in
Iceland. After seeing photos of the eruption of Ontake in Japan roughly a month
later, I wonder it that was what I was seeing? As if an immediate answer to this
internal question, I suspect that there is an eruption of far greater scope that will
be occurring. Where and when, I do not know yet. So if it is an example of a
precognitive dream that lacked time and place information, only the general
applies. The ongoing eruption in Iceland is one of the largest there in centuries.
I mention all this as likely to be larger in scope because I tend to “filter” for only
those events in the coming three months that have the most global impact.
Montana and Western USA flooded:
While driving to Missoula and walking near where we lived, I had repeated
overlays of water one to two hundred feet deep or more in the Bitterroot valley.
This was not a flash back to the end of the recent ice age and the “Lake Missoula”
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and the flooding of much of the NW inland region. These had more to do with the
rising and lowering of land masses and the inundations of much of N Amer
(mostly USA) by the ocean.
Major temporal markers 2017-2019 and 2035-2036:
The most important was a future remote viewing-visitation. Locale seemed to be
somewhere in the NE region of N America in what is now Canada. I was being
given a tour of an unusually walled village. Not too many people there. The walls
were made up of buildings joined together with metal or masonry walls. The walls
were covered in detailed murals showing the destruction of human civilization. I
was also shown what my tour guide said were the “canadian drains” to allow the
water to run off. This was due to the ongoing sloshing of the planet’s oceans from
a massive set of disturbances. The waves had calmed down substantially from
what had occurred originally, but over what seemed like hundreds of miles of
land, the water still came in and went out like a gargantuan tidal flow at a low
lying beach front. At the end of my time there, I was shown a calendar like an
ordinary printed calendar and the year was 2036. I was also told they were
among the last ones on earth. There were many factors that caused the oceans to
cover land. One of the largest factors was the changing of the earth’s crustal mass
relative to the inner planetary layers. This was also closely connected with the
change to the earth’s rotational axis.
The 2017-2019 period has come up repeatedly in recent year or two for me. Those
humans living in what remained of human civilization would be living under the
rule of a techno-fascistic state. Those who were not in the designated zones,
focused around functioning urbanized areas, would be in the rural outlying areas.
Some would serve to keep the cities supplied, the others were essentially noncitizens living off the land however they could. The environment was not very
conducive to rural “off-grid living” and was a hard life for most. “Non-citizens”
would not have an easy time of getting food or supplies in the cities. This was
most likely due to the new ways of tagging people as recognized citizens. Those
who were not, need to rely upon black market type transactions and
intermediaries to get things they could not obtain from their more rural
situations. The outbreak of mass death from disease and a vaccine made wrong
was a temporal marker for an increase in major earth changes.
(Note: 2036 is also the year in which a major asteroid is projected to have a
dangerously close proximity to Earth. 2029 is the next major point for its
passing from which new measurements could be taken (assuming that is even
possible at that time).
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Cosmic and Planetary Scale Barrier Membranes:
I am moving far out beyond galaxies of this universe, beyond this universe and
see various levels of cosmic-scale “membranes”. I am also getting information
concerning “Time” and limits to precognitive dream-visions at the 3d Earth level.
These membranes were deliberately emplaced to control the expansion of Dark
forces and to facilitate the cosmic correction process. These I have discussed in
various essays. One of the effects upon future viewing of ordinary earthly matters
is that only short term changes can be seen as most everything continues to
recycle or recirculate –variations upon the old themes. Humans are still recent
products of the “Dark Ages” and the recent Medieval period. “Time” as humans
count it, is relevant only in the localized zones enclosed by these membranes.
Membranes enclose this Earth planetary system and a bit farther out. Other
membranes or energy fields encapsulate this galaxy, and farther out there are
multiple fields that encapsulate the entirety of “fallen” creation.
Higher Consciousness Rising Above:
In recent weeks, my attention was drawn to layers of higher consciousness
percolating upwards from the human levels and spatially arrayed near earth. This
is the focus of an essay in the main body of “Final Call” with an accompanying
diagram (see “State of the Cosmic ‘Corrections Energies’”). The layer nearest to
Earth is still human-earth oriented and influenced by the human experience and
its beliefs. But it is a level of nascent spiritual consciousness that is not as mired
in the lower density of 3d as the mundane human self is. Another more rarified
layer somewhat farther out represents those self-selected collecting and
coalescing of groups of a more spiritualized consciousness that have largely
ascended from their human 3d levels. Some are still connected through human
form, some are not. It may seem like good news, but that is a matter of
perspective. As I view this from a higher plane, it is an excellent development. For
the human level that has no genuine spiritual awareness, it is practically
meaningless as they go through the motions of their daily human existence.
In a separate set of sequences there was an etheric version of a well-known
geographic region in which so many who departed (or were about to) from their
human existence had come for refuge from dark forces. From there, they were
able to leave the downward pull of the ordinary earth vibrational planes.
Cosmic and Galactic scale Influences:
Earth's spatial orbital changes and disturbances occur to this planetary-solar
system. Earth –either that of gross 3d density or a more vibrationally refined
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version of Earth is seen to be leaving this planetary-solar system. Interestingly,
these visions occurred before I had read recent space science reports that
confirmed many planets were “out there” which were not captive to a solarplanetary system.
A nearly invisible planetary-scale body passes near enough to Earth to trigger
major earthchanges. This space object is much larger than earth it seems. It is an
invisible dull red, barely detectable in low infrared. This object has been remotely
viewed by me (and a few others) over recent years. Descriptions are all very
similar in terms of its near invisibility within the ordinary range of visible and
near-visible optical spectrum. In a January 1st 2013 sequence involving this
object, I “see” the edges of N America fracturing and falling away to the ocean.
Another sequence a few years earlier included multiple oblique hits into the
ocean (Pacific it seemed) by a few large space objects. They plowed a deep furrow
in the water hundreds of miles long that sent huge waves across the ocean.
More recently I “saw” an intense “flash” of light –most likely incoming from
space. The aftermath was intensely shocking and jolted me out of the experience
briefly. Simply put, there were countless human forms in a kneeling position
completely burned and charred from this event. This somehow may relate to the
dreams and vision of “The Wave” –not the oceanic type, but the waves of Light
growing in intensity as there is a close connection between higher vibrational
states of the Light and that of the lower states referred to as plasma.
In 2008 sometime after I saw the earth’s rotational axis tilt 20 to 30 degrees from
its present angle, I experienced another sequence of events from a vantage point
farther out in space than the time earlier when I “saw” a change in the Earth’s tilt
angle. This new sequence was the Earth leaving its orbital relationship in this
solar system, heading outwards no longer captive to this system. In 2009 a friend
and colleague had a similar vision of the earth (or its energy body) leaving this
system on its own. Link to a short write-up on both of
these: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/GA%20News-Dec2009-NewEarth.pdf.
Others themes (not discussed here) include:
• The Dark forces
• “The All” and Creator of All
• New Creation
• New Earth
• Beyond Creator of All and The All and the Greater Void
• The greater changes in their greater context.
-Alex
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Postscript:
Since I am writing this from the Big Island of Hawaii and have myself “seen”
various scenarios involving the huge tsunamis affecting the islands, Mauna Loa
and Hualalai a powerful flash from some sort of nuclear or directed energy
weapon here, the invasion of the western region of the USA by Chinese following
some catastrophic changes, I thought it would be of interest to include the
following that was saved from around 2007-2008. I do not know the actually date
of this person’s dream-vision, only that he says he had three tsunami visions
specifically involving Oahu.) Other dreams/visions are recorded at the NES
forum pages from others. http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/
Destruction in Hawaii
“The four visions I had are as follows:
Tidal waves eighty to ninety feet in height, going through the high rise
buildings in the city of Honolulu, HI., coming from the south of our island
of Oahu causing billions of dollars in losses and loss of lives.
Eruption of Mauna Loa volcano on the big island of Hawaii. Lava flows
causing extensive damages in both south and north Kona districts. Several
hotels and commercial buildings, newer residential subdivisions will incur
damages.
A few years from now, our country will not only be involved in an
expanded war in the Middle East, but also with China and Russia. Their
military will attack the US mainland through Alaska.
Our island of Oahu will be one of the first targets to be completely
destroyed by nuclear warheads. When looking from above the chain of the
Hawaiian Islands, I saw the islands of Kauai, Maui and Hawaii, but not
the island of Oahu. Upon coming down closer, my spirit saw the outline of
the island of Oahu under the surface of the Pacific Ocean.”
-Wilbert W. W. Wong, Sr., Kaneohe, Hawaii (Oahu)
-//-
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Preparations for Global War?
October 16, 2014

Note: My primary filter in dream-vision time is for truly large scale or major
events of global significance. This is to minimize my attention becoming
distracted by small scale events.
This morning October (waking time flash dream-vision, remote read, etc.) the
primary representative(s) of Chinese-based interests for the head table of global
dominance and the Russian-based interests for the head table of global
dominance were working out between themselves how to coordinate "taking out"
the USA-based interests for the head table of global dominance. The intention
towards this was not a problem, as that was already agreed upon, the problem
was mutual assurances and insurance that each side would live up to their own
part of the agreements and not encroach upon the other's interests. Double
checked this. Got it fairly clear and direct, so it seemed.
I would add that these “interests” may not necessarily be the public personae that
the public world would identify with each of these countries. (This is not much
different that in USA where the president really has very little authority beyond
the directives given him by those who have a momentarily dominant edge over
the public side of governmental affairs.)
Short background: Several years ago while my wife and I were looking for
relocate in the northern California coastal region, I was seeing overlays of
probable or very possible futures for the areas we were looking at -- often while
driving. Most of these were about geophysical changes. But one day I "see"
(waking time vision overlay) Chinese high ranking military officials scouting out
their own little turf in the general area around Mendocino. One of the reasons
they were present was in response to some geophysical events. These high
ranking officials were selecting their own "villas" --not for purchase -- rather it
seemed that these were "available" for them to choose from. (The area is
somewhat away from the coastal edge, of a higher elevation, and a place where
some of the mid-level USA officialdom elite have their own private retreats.)
-//-

Follow-up Commentary to “Preparations for Global War”
October 17, 2014

Germane to ideas of effecting some “positive change”, in my estimation, there are
profound and subtle questions to give much consideration to before presuming
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what is right or wrong, good or bad, etc. as these are all expressions based upon a
paradigm of conflictual-duality that is itself manifestation of a greater “error”.
To my varied perspectives, war and peace are “sides of the same coin”, that “coin”
being the state of human earthly existence –physically, socially, politically, etc.
For those on a path of higher states of spiritual consciousness, sooner or later one
is no longer limited to these human-identified-human parameters of existence
that were imposed upon this “reality of error” and accordingly, one no longer
identifies with “all things human”.
In an instant, dichotomies such as “anti-war”, “pro-peace”, etc. can become
artifices and artifacts of the paradigm of conflict-duality consciousness –and as
all concerns and questions of human civilization recede to the background, the
deeper revelation of the nature of human-earth existence comes to the forefront.
This is truly apocalyptic, a term which initially referred to revelation of true
knowledge of spiritual gnosis.
-//During the 20th century, various accomplished spiritual teachers and "mystics"
thought they were doing great service by supporting the Allies over the Axis. Each
worked at whatever planes or vibrational levels were available to them –from
ordinary 3d level of human social movements and national interests –to working
“quietly” with world leaders –or by directly taking on the primary dark lords and
their subordinate entities that were most keen on fomenting global war for their
multiple agendas (which I do not need to discuss here at this time).
Most never questioned whether the higher planes of consciousness could be in
error.
In some instances, accomplished teachers/mystics based their intentions and
actions upon simplistic perspectives that indicated the Dark lords seemed to be
working more through Axis tendencies and less through the tendencies centered
around the Allies. This is a faintly higher plane counterpart to lower human level
naïve notions of “whomever shoots first is the aggressor” (and therefore must be
“wrong’).
The paradigm of duality-conflict is like a monstrous pinball game in which
deliberately limited parameters for choosing are imposed along with other “game
rules” –until one steps out of the game entirely and sees reality from various
perspectives of higher planes of consciousness.
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Despite their access to leading humans and their own human experience and
investigations, these teachers/mystics were also naïve about human affairs. This
is also evident from a critical examination of the “legacy” of various “ascended
masters” promoted through Theosophy and related tendencies.
As a historical note, during WW1 many refused to fight due to various
combinations of social-class consciousness, pacifist principles, and preferred
isolationism from what was mostly regarded as a “European conflict”. Learning
from this while preparing for WW2, the powers-that-be developed a range of
social-control memes to manipulate a majority into willingly fighting in their
wars.
All those people who volunteered to fight against the Axis were led to believe they
were at the least stopping a greater social "evil" than their own native version of
exploitative suffering. They were tricked into volunteering for a war in which the
very interests who they were deluded into believing they were fighting (and
eventually prevailing over) were the very interests that eventually prevailed.
And of course the similar things can be said for those who were manipulated into
fighting on the side of Axis.
Both sides used social control memes that were variations of “national glory”,
“defending homelands”, defending/promoting a "better way of life”, “rescuing”
those countries that were invaded, etc. The dominant historical record projects a
set of falsehoods that the “good guys won” and the “bad guys lost” that a century
of warfare set the stage for their version of a “global prosperity”.
Of course the outcome was perversely very different and the global interests
supposedly defeated during the 20th century wars are the very interests that
prevailed and redistributed their own global spheres of influence. Thus it can be
seen that the “willing sacrifice” by those humans in fighting the global wars was
based upon falsehoods, reinforced by implanted false memories.
Based upon their experience curve from more than a century of wars, the powersthat-be succeeded in developing an overt state of permanent war emplaced with
greater ease that the efforts required to marshal the needed forces during the 20th
century. The sophistication and the ease by which of the manipulation of human
social beliefs and behaviors is now accomplished far more easily than ever before.
-//Upon hindsight, one might make a case that those teachers/mystics so earnest in
their efforts during the 20th century managed to "buy a little time" for certain
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higher spiritual interests involved in rectifying a reality system that had been
"made wrong".
However, I would not make that case. I would only say that they did what they
did, in concert with whatever “higher consciousness” they were most engaged
with, and well, that was that. It was their prerogative to make such attempts.
Here I must add that there were forces working on behalf of the Dark lords (the
“Asuras” as some called them) that presented themselves as spiritual teachers
and mystics promoting “the light”, but who actually were promoting something of
the Dark force’s own version of an internal correction. (A theme found in the
“Matrix” movie series.)
Today we know more of the depth and breadth of the greater existential larger
situation and it was the work of those 20th century figures that contributed to this
deeper and more thoroughgoing understanding at human and at higher planes of
existence. Otherwise, today, we might find ourselves going through all that they
went through so many decades ago.
That is perhaps the greatest success from those various efforts by various
spiritually-focused interests at effecting their own notions of “positive change” in
their time. We have only to pay attention.
-Alex
-//-
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The passing of a large planetary-sized body in
space:
Over the recent decade especially, various seers have reported a similar set of
images: A large planet-sized object passing near enough to Earth to set off global
catastrophes including a shift in the crustal layers relative to the inner portions of
Earth structures and that this object appear very dark, almost an invisible barely
dull reddish color. I am * not * including in this any consideration of the of early
“Planet-X” “advocate-alarmists who relied upon alleged ET-channeling or Niburu
stories from the Z. Sitchin books.
As to the following recent post below in which humans on Earth saw a large
object in space passing, it is possible that this can be taken as if literally the case
as there is no indication of the perceived size of the object from the humanearthside point of view.
At the same time, if there is an ongoing “expansion-evacuation” underway to
higher vibratory “layers” beyond the density of human-earthly 3d, then such
dream-visions could well be “seen” from such an elevated point of view and then
“downloaded” or observed at the human 3d level.
Pole Shift and Huge Planet Passing
Posted at a forum, October 2014
“Two nights ago, I dreamt that we were undergoing a pole shift caused by
a huge planet passing. Everyone could see the huge planet in the sky, but
few connected the dots between the passing planet and the pole shift. I
knew exactly what was happening and the likely outcome. As the flooding
set in, I weighed my options for survival. In my dream, it was clear that no
one would survive - I was trying to decide if I wanted to go ahead and end
my life quickly, or if I would hold out as long as I was able. At that point I
was transported to a time just after the catastrophe. Lots of people were
walking around, stunned and in disbelief. I remember being surprised at
the number of people who had survived.
Last night, my boss had a flooding dream...”
-//-
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Dreams and visions:

Earth’s Core Shifting?
June 12, 2104

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,105.msg6414.html#msg6414

Note: See the “Science Appendix” to “Final Call” for related background from
the world of human science. (not published yet)
In conducting a series of Internet searches, I found that many of these things are
discussed only in recent research and were previously hypothesized many many
decades ago by visionary scientist. It is also interesting that over the recent few
years, I have noticed new advances in cosmology and physics that I predicted
several years ago could be interpreted as general indicators of the larger changes
in the fabric of reality as Creation would be completely altered in accord with the
higher levels of cosmic “corrections energies”.
-//It was in June of 2014 that I had the experience of a set of sequences:
In one, there was a "science expert" guide was showing me what is to happen to
the planet earth: Something like a portion of the earth's core region would shift.
It looked like a portion of the core and a severe imbalance would occur.
This sets into motion a chain of events including the cracking/breaking of the
crustal zone, crustal/axis shifts, and global eruptions of magma that effectively
reverts the planet to primordial state (in human geological terms).
In this sequence, I was "seeing" cracks and magma coming to the surface. The
magma (lava) was DISSOLVING the crustal material, returning it to a molten or
semi-molten state. At the surface, a "flood of basalts" was the term I was given to
understand. It was everywhere.
Near the end of the sequences, the "expert" guide referred me to research on what
happens to existing crustal material when in contact with deeper liquid material
from the planet.
-//Comments: This is very much like what is being observed (at a small scale) in
India.
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http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2014/06/07/ground-rips-open-innorthern-india-new-volcano-like-eruption-reported/
It is also most interesting that in the last article I included a link to in my
original posting at NES forums on this, the researcher predicted something like
this, but did not know at the time that there was a basis for it on earth under the
sea. (http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=105.msg6414#msg6414)
In Iceland there is a 16+ km long fissure along which highly fluid magma is
erupting. In Hawaii, there has been a small lava flow that has been growing in
length and headed toward a small population area.)
-//…now what sets this off? Any one or combination thereof:
A: very large space object passing by and or impacting earth;
B: a very large solar energy burst;
C: a surface disturbance like a huge portion of the Antarctica or Greenland ice
sheet suddenly coming loose –far bigger than anything to date; and/or
D: there are already processes underway now resulting in new volcanism, and
bigger earthquakes occurring more frequently.
Any of these could trigger a major change in the earth’s core, in turn catalyzing
additional changes.
I have long "seen" the initial cracks appearing in the Pacific sea floor, as well as
submarine crustal disturbances that displace large amounts of the Pacific ocean.
this could be enough to start a whole cascade of events. Similar cracks with
magma flowing along them were noticed viewing crustal structures in the western
region of USA.
The result is the same: Mass extinction and the clearing/cleansing of the
planetary 3d materium and those entities which live off of the Light of those who
entered host forms here. It is simply not possible, nor useful to thinks of these
major earthchanges in terms of cause and effect. All bear upon one another, the
result is a growing confluence of events of growing intensity and increasingly
global scale.
-//Postscript concerning the Earth’s core:
One individual who looked at the Earth’s core reported a type of energy
changeover, like switching to a new “fuel”. They reported that it would be
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sometime “soon” and that it would be connected with the emergence of two
different realities. (This would be related to the grand bifurcation which I have
discussed in recent years.) One reality is of a finer or higher vibrational state, the
other more dense, feeling as if falling. (The abyssmal as I have referred to it.)
Another reported it was increasingly “unstable” in response to the influx of new
energies of the “corrections” process.
-//-
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Dreamtime/waking time music and song
October 7 2014

Many who attend closely to their dreamtime and waking visions hear or see
music and or song. Sometimes it is something familiar personally and can be an
important signal to pay attention to something –or it is not so familiar or
personally meaningful but nevertheless it “shows up”. A context for this may be
clear, or it may be there but not apparent.
Having been trained in classical and baroque music, I have a large repertoire of
familiar music and certain of these are “used” to provide some additional quality
to whatever the information is that I am experiencing. Examples would be certain
movements from Mozart’s famous “Requiem”, Chopin’s “Marche Funere”
movement, and the Dies Ire movement from Berlioz. Recently the theme of a
popular song from earlier decades appeared in my awareness, Bob Dylan’s “Hard
Rain is Gonna Fall”. And while I was preparing these notes, someone reported
having the experience of “Hallelujah” which caused me to look the song up
online.
As I read the lyrics and the pattern of them, the song touches upon the
connection to the Higher Oneness and its poignantly noticed loss until the
individuated one is again reunited with the Divine Oneness. The “fourth”, the
“fifth”, the minor fall and the major lift is a very apt musicological analogy to
initial ascension stages of moving past the fourth vibrational range into fifth and
an awareness that “The Fall” was minor when compared to the “major lift” into
the higher realms of being and Higher Oneness. Well, that is my read on it, for
whatever it is worth.
-Alex
-//Lyrics to Hallelujah:
Sung by Espen Lind, Askil Holm, Alejandro Fuentes, Kurt Nilsen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt2FWAbXinY performed
I heard there was a secret chord
that David played and it pleased the Lord
But you don't really care for music, do you?
Well it goes like this:
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The fourth, the fifth, the minor fall and the major lift
The baffled king composing Hallelujah
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah
Well your faith was strong but you needed proof
You saw her bathing on the roof
Her beauty and the moonlight overthrough ya
She tied you to her kitchen chair
She broke your throne and she cut your hair
And from your lips she drew the Hallelujah
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah
Well, maybe I've been here before
I've seen this room and I've walked this floor
I used to live with Leonard before I knew ya
I've seen your flag on the marble arch
But love is not a victory march
It's a cold and it's a broken Hallelujah
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah
There was a time when you let me know
What's really going on below
But now you never show that to me do ya
But remember when I moved in you
And the holy dove was moving too
And every breath you drew was Hallelujah
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah
And maybe there's a God above
But all I've ever learned from love
Was how to shoot somebody who outdrew ya
Well it's not a cry that you hear at night
It's not somebody who's seen the light
It's a cold and it's a broken Hallelujah
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Halle...
It's not what you're told
It's not her face
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It's not his touch
In the room you both share
Where he's gone when he loved
When your time and your memory fills your dreams
When you're honest and together
Together no more
No more
Hallelujah, until you're nothing
Hallelujah, baby, until she's everywhere
Hallelujah, until together you are somewhere I'd lost
Hallelujah, Hallelujah.
Bonne nuit, bonne nuit, I love you, I love you, We love you, Thank you

(Note: bonne nuit – good night and farewell - French)
Lyrics: http://www.allthelyrics.com/lyrics/jeff_beck/hallelujah-lyrics-322236.html

-//-
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A Hard Rain Is Going to Fall…

Friday May 16, 2014 -- edited May 18

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1432.msg6400.html#msg6400

Recently driving to look at a property for us to move to, Tish drove through a
zone of dense rain. At the time, I was in our office area and the expression “a hard
rain is going to fall” entered my awareness while I am in my usual “empty mind”
doing something fairly mundane. Not long afterwards a friend from Ohio wrote
me that it was flooding in parts of Ohio and that they were visiting their sister in
Virginia where the river might soon overflow its banks. (It was not raining here.)
After Tish returned I told her of this and then looked up the term since I vaguely
remembered a song like this from decades ago. ("A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall" –
1962-63 by Bob Dylan). ...Interesting. I then recalled looking him up in the
context of his personal beliefs from posts in this thread. So I am posting this here
rather than “creativity” board.
I would add that I am increasingly aware of something very Huge, very
Imminent, and I cannot say what it is exactly as there is a sequence to it all and
its ordering does not conveniently lend itself to "human calendar time"
-ASK
Follow-up to “A Hard Rain…”
May 19, 2014
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1432.msg6402.html#msg6402

I would not attribute too much into any song. But there is enough in this one, to
chew on nevertheless.
I had no idea of the lyrics, only a recollection that there was a song from the 60's
with the thematic phrase, “a hard rain is going to fall”.
The song makes perfect sense –and right up to its ending. The extremes for the
human 3d level of existence will be such that the small fraction that presently has
a spark of the Light will be obliged to shake themselves into making a definitive
choice. That choice has been articulated by many who have been agents of the
cosmic correction to this world over thousands of years. I have written about this
in various recent essays, and I have referred to a few such as de Chardin,
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Aurobindo, and some others of the 20th century who considered the outcome for
the extant human species, per se –and more so the viability of the human bodily
vehicle for Spiritual Intelligences to inhabit. In the Concluding Four Essays and
Post-Epilogue material, there is my own analysis and assessment of the state of
creation and the human-spiritual situation –and discussion of various ways the
“ultimate choice” with what detailed insight I was able to express in words.
This applies to all beings, from the fragmented human level to very high creation
beings. And as I wrote, it applies to Creator of All as well, although slightly
differently.
I have already written enough about the oceanic earth connection. The oceans are
part of the fluid body of the Earth. The microscopic coral creatures and related
microorganisms are very much part of the planetary body organs. This planet is a
3d material body, just like you and I have, only “bigger”. It, like all our physical
bodies is in a terminal entropic, failure mode. Likewise, there is not necessarily
to be any “resurrection” of this planet body.
There has been too much fixation upon 3d physical existence –not just on the
part of fragmented spiritual intelligences looking out from human eyes, but also
on the part of planetary scale beings that have planetary scale physical bodies.
Creator beings as well as lessor beings have been too habituated or too invested
in a certain course of development –and all is “under review” as to why it needs
to continue as it has.
It cannot be presumed that physical environments of the 3d materium will be an
ongoing functional environment in this portion of creation, and it is possible that
the 3d vibrational plane will cease as well –and this may not require aeons to
come to completion.
I mentioned some of this in the “Eight Worlds” comments and elsewhere. The
process of Creator’s Light is to take new directions, which does not require
fixation upon gross matter as has been experienced here and related worlds. Of
course for some “period of time”, there will be something remaining of the 3d
plane for whatever final probings and experimental learnings may be required by
agents and fragments of sentient individuations of Creator’s Light.
I have nothing new to say concerning the 3d Earth and human environments. It
is degenerating about as expected and in as many ways as expected.
At this point, I have no cause to be concerned over much of anything relative to
3d level of existence –anywhere. I will continue to keep some watch over various
events.
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Appreciate whatever you decide to appreciate of this level of existence as long as
you deem it be important enough for your evolutionary return to the Light, your
true Self.
-Alex
-//“When you know the candle flame is fire, the meal was already cooked.” (from
Daniel Jackson; SG-1 Series)
-//-

Lyrics and Bio to A Hard Rain (Is Going to Fall)…
Quick bio-notes:
1962: Robert Allen Zimmerman changed his name to Bob Dylan
1979: He announced he was a born-again Christian
1981-82: Repudiated this?
1982: Pro-Israel vs Palestinian policies
Over recent decades his orientation became “ultra-orthodox” Chabad Lubavitch
(a type of “Hasidicism”) which ostensibly is about “wisdom”, “understanding”,
“knowledge”). Ironically, a great many adherents to “Jewishness” believe the
Chabad-Lubavitch tendencies to have nothing in common with whatever it is they
believe “jewish” to mean. Not much different than all the human religions that
have some sideline mystery-school like element associated with them --only for
the “initiated”.
It is interesting to note that this “sect” has had an historical focus on the question
of whether “god” is present in the fallen realms of density –or whether “god”
withdrew from its creation and all that may imply. This leads to differences
within these sects as to whether “god” would even choose to remain present in
any manner within a fallen creation –and that perhaps “god” “withdrew” to let it
all happen in density. The teachings also includes something of a mystery school
related to “tzimtzum” –an energy matrix for manifesting creation and possibly an
avenue through which to “ascend” to a higher order of knowledge, etc.
As it is with all religious or spiritual sects or cults, its social-political practices
either usually reflect the core spiritual distortions and superficial form becomes
primary for its adherents (black hats and beards, segregation by gender, etc. a
drive to convert/recruit new followers, etc., etc.).
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And this is very close to the contradictory teachings of various schools of thought
associated today with “gnosticism” –something that is NOT a unified body of
cosmological knowledge. In some ways, the Chabad sects could be considered a
type of “gnosticism”.
Above all this, is the deeper and more significant question: what “god” the the
Chabad “movement” refers to? The deranged creator god of this fallen sector?
…or Creator of All? As it is with nearly all spiritual-religious tendencies, this
basic problem is unknown –or deliberately obfuscated or avoided.
-ASK
-//"A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall"
1962-1963
Oh, where have you been, my blue-eyed son?
And where have you been my darling young one?
I've stumbled on the side of twelve misty mountains
I've walked and I've crawled on six crooked highways
I've stepped in the middle of seven sad forests
I've been out in front of a dozen dead oceans
I've been ten thousand miles in the mouth of a graveyard
And it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard, and it's a hard
It's a hard rain's a-gonna fall.
Oh, what did you see, my blue eyed son?
And what did you see, my darling young one?
I saw a newborn baby with wild wolves all around it
I saw a highway of diamonds with nobody on it
I saw a black branch with blood that kept drippin'
I saw a room full of men with their hammers a-bleedin'
I saw a white ladder all covered with water
I saw ten thousand talkers whose tongues were all broken
I saw guns and sharp swords in the hands of young children
And it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard, and it's a hard
It's a hard rain's a-gonna fall.
And what did you hear, my blue-eyed son?
And what did you hear, my darling young one?
I heard the sound of a thunder that roared out a warnin'
I heard the roar of a wave that could drown the whole world
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I heard one hundred drummers whose hands were a-blazin'
I heard ten thousand whisperin' and nobody listenin'
I heard one person starve, I heard many people laughin'
Heard the song of a poet who died in the gutter
Heard the sound of a clown who cried in the alley
And it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard
And it's a hard rain's a-gonna fall.
Oh, what did you meet my blue-eyed son ?
Who did you meet, my darling young one?
I met a young child beside a dead pony
I met a white man who walked a black dog
I met a young woman whose body was burning
I met a young girl, she gave me a rainbow
I met one man who was wounded in love
I met another man who was wounded in hatred
And it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard
And it's a hard rain's a-gonna fall.
And what'll you do now, my blue-eyed son?
And what'll you do now my darling young one?
I'm a-goin' back out 'fore the rain starts a-fallin'
I'll walk to the depths of the deepest black forest
Where the people are a many and their hands are all empty
Where the pellets of poison are flooding their waters
Where the home in the valley meets the damp dirty prison
And the executioner's face is always well hidden
Where hunger is ugly, where souls are forgotten
Where black is the color, where none is the number
And I'll tell and speak it and think it and breathe it
And reflect from the mountain so all souls can see it
And I'll stand on the ocean until I start sinkin'
But I'll know my song well before I start singing
And it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard, and it's a hard
It's a hard rain's a-gonna fall.
-//-
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